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, explosions- and impatient bursts of COlOr.
An 8-foot-by-16-foot epic called De-Na- I

tionalization (1982), for instance, is at
first glance an expanse of intertwined
shapes and strokes; on closer scrutiny the
flags of the world's nations emerge, war-
ring for space amid brushy (and bloody)
patches on the crowded field. !
, As Zapkus's paintings began to blow
their cover-up, they released an energy
'that might have been long-suppressed

:------- •• iiiIi-~;;;:,;;;;,;;:_-••••••----iIIIII~-------.....;angel'. Bigger forms ilIidfasterbr\~l\work
- I revealed -the' eomple~__6tru(:tUf4L.tUaso~.':

"nance. His compositional strategie. re-
mained the same as in the earlier "purer" I

works-point and counterpoint derived;
from music, each small area jammed with
visual information, contradicted or co-
opted by its neighbor. But an illusionist
element was creeping in. The paintings
resembled aerial views of bombed cities,
an impression reinforced by titles like
Modern Warfare, Dreams of Patriotism, !

"The Dresden Series," and Thies of Con-
---- .-' . '.'- (' quest-which Zapkus calls an ironic trib-

No wonder that Zapkus I~ pas~iO~a,;ely r, ute to false patriotism and West~lOre-
opposed to war, and to nationalism: A~~~ bind's Vietnam bodycounts, now timely
positions of strength are the wrong ones, '\ again. .'
he says. "People shouldn't push others. In the current show, uniformed sol-
around and ideas should~'t push peo~~e diers, guns, and tanks skulk in the paint-

, around." Although convm~ed ~hB:t, a, erly undergrowth. The two most success-
painting is not Just an object, It -IS an: 'ful paintings-the 9-foot-by-14-foot

,eloquent, believ~ble stand.-m for th~ _'Lamentation and the smaller Gift to the
many-sided expenence of being huma~, :Undeveloped-are predominantly black, I
his own art was obdurately nonreferential or dark. They evoke a sense of the war
until around 1980. T~e':1 th.e overall pat- victim as a hideously exaggerated version I

terned surfaces of his .mtncate abst~ac- :of a child, exploitable, manipulable, help-
tions began to shatter into asymmetrical .
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Battle Cries
By Lucy R. Lippard

For better, rather than for worse, most
contemporary artists tackling the subject
of war have no firsthand experience of its
terrors. Kestutis Zapkus is an exception,
and his "Children of War" series shows it
(John Weber Gallery, to November 24).
During World War II, Zapkus and his
mother fled the German, then Russian
invaders of Lithuania. As refugees, they
were bombed on the roads, lived in
camps, 'and then were bombed again in a
small German town. They came to the
U.S. in 1947.

Kes Zapkus, Gift to the
Underdeveloped, with detail from
center of painting at right



I less, caught in a battle rather than fight-
ing one-because increasingly, in Leba-
non, in EI Salvador, it is civilians of all
ages who are the children of war. .

Zapkus's technique is a metaphor for
his evolution from covert to overt com-
munication, from a studiedly specialized
and distanced art to one that pleads with
its audience to listen. The breakthrough
has been psychological as well as aesthet-
ic. Zapkus's coming to terms with what
art means, or could mean, has paralleled
the process of coming to terms with his,
oWrt.history;. This 'IQOserand more pas-

.. 5JOl'late Style is open to mterpltliation. I

though still fundamentally abstract and
still as tightly constructed as ever. (Zap-
kus's expressionism is definitely not of
the splash and splotch school.) The dy-
namic imbalance and jarring disjunc-
tions, the structure successfully masquer-
ading as anarchy, say more about the
content than the images of soldiers and
guns do. Yet the representational ele-
'.·VH>nt«;:: ~pr"p t" lrirlr "fT tho Y'Y",....,.a .,.."p,."
---.'---- --_. - ...' ••..•....•.•.-"~ •....•.•.....•..•.••.....•.•....y .••..•

found response, acting as the next level
beyond the titles. They also suggest that
behind the chaos there are causes: that
people make wars.

In this heyday of expressionless ex-
pressionism, war, holocaust, and above
all fear are favorite topics. Yet few artists
manage to communicate the utter desola-
tion I imagine war to be. Zapkus's paint-
ings are not merely chaotic. They have
something to say about chaos. Like news-
reels, or relatively realistic movies when
the hero is absent from the frame, they
could be ·happening to you. They evoke
the literal pointlessness of war-the dis-
orientation, running down blocks full of
people made unrecognizable from fear,
past houses that are no longer there, the .
corpses of friends and enemies undistin-
guishable, everything aimed aimlessly at
you. The density, even claustrophobic
horror vacui of these canvases evokes the
terror all spaces must hold in such a situ-
ation. I'm always saying that a politically
conscious art has to come from lived ex-
perience=-by which I don't mean you
have to be bombed to make art against
bombing, but that some part of you has
to be able to envision being bombed,
rather than just to make pictures of it.

The presence of recognizable images in
this show may discourage those who
don't like to see a "pure" art sullied,
don't like to see. artists change. A case in
point: Raymon Elozua, who has shown
four times with OK Harris, was told six
weeks ago that his ne: ~ show (scheduled
to open November 10, on Veterans' Day)
had been canceled, despite the fact that
the gallery had "okayed" the new work in
progress. Perhaps it is just a coincidence
that the pieces dealer Ivan Karp (as re-
ported by the artist) so abruptly rejected
on the grounds of "ugliness, content, and
nonsalability" were more overtly political
than Elozua's battered industrial land-
scape sculptures and nostalgic drive-ins.
(And perhaps it is just a coincidence that
the only exhibition I've ever been com-
missioned to ~urRtR.hilt. wasn't paid for

I was the "Gall.ar.q .Response" show-on :
.Central ft.-illerica"at Colby ~g!L~...;Last
March; will I never learn to get these
things in writing? ... )

Elozua's November show was to consist
of a series of four large ceramic reliefs
entitled "Honorable Discharge," which
he describes as "a history of blue collar
workers who fought in World War II,
came home and 'bought' the American
Dream, working in the factories, and in
the last 10 ~ears have both been betrayed
and abandoned by a changing America."
Each relief is divided equally into a huge
head and an accompanying figure or ob-
ject composed of clay chips. laid on ex-
posed metal armatures, so people become
"facades." With their raw, matte tex-
tures, glum colors, and simple close-up
forms, the reliefs are indeed "ugly," in
the time-honored modernist sense of
"disturbing." The Statue of Liberty,
countered by a pouncing eagle, is a noble
fake, a reminder of how stinting the wel- I

come is for some refugees today; the
three battle pieces memorialize U.S. in-
vasi.ons of Italy, Germany, and Japan, re-
calling to me that some one-quarter of I

World War II vets suffered the "Vietnam
syndrome," nervous disorders and life- I

long nightmares.
Elozua's two latest works, also giant

object/portraits, are of workers in the
workplace. Where the" "Honorable Dis-
charge" series was an attempt to under-
stand his father's life, these include the
artist's own experience. Raised in Chica-
go as the son of French and Cuban immi-
grants, Elozua was told about the Gesta-
po and Batista. Like his father, he has
been a steelworker. He worries that his
reliefs might be seen as Reaganite propa-
ganda for patriotism; I wondered, if I had
seen his pieces at the OK Harris empori-
um of slick Americana, would I have
thought they were pop mockeries, rather
than respectful acknowledgments of
scars" resilience, and dignity through
quasimonumental form? Straightforward
and unrhetorical images of working peo-
ple are almost nonexistent in high art.
Elozua's show, like Zapkus's a political
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would have been an exception.
What will it take to seduce more Amer-

ican artists into confrontation with their
own social experiences-a possible anti-
dote for the diminished expectations we
have of art today? There were no images
of Hiroshima in high art in the '40s and

· '50s; even the Nazi holocaust was pic-
· tured only years after pictures of it-
· photographs-appeared. In World War,
· III this source of inspiration will not be
, available. How can we have so much in-
formation about war and know so little?
Is it the fault of the image makers? Rea-
gan's reelection gives me a greater sense

i·of doom than The Day After. If we can't
I imagine or image a person out of work,
sleeping in the street, shot down resisting

. eviction, tortured by a police state, what
hope have we of providing counter-
visions?
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